
But at least they’re not illegal



Transplanted Maritimer

Alberta Health’s first 
dedicated Privacy and 
Security Manager

Investigator, mediator, 
Director at OIPC

Now: Consultant
The regulator has 
become the regulated



My opinions are my 
own and do not reflect 
those of my current and 
past clients or 
employers

Examples provided are 
not intended to be 
model policies, but to 
illustrate my points -
may contain hyperbole!

Drawing from 
experience in health 
sector, but guidance 
can be applied 
everywhere



Health Information Act says custodians must:

§ Establish written policies and procedures to implement the HIA

§ Implement these policies by making affiliates (employees, 
contractors) aware of them and follow them and making 
someone responsible

§ Ensure policies (and other measures) protect against 
reasonably anticipated threats to privacy

§ Assess safeguards periodically 



§ Policies are written and 
implemented with executive 
support

§ Staff are made aware of policies 
and trained

§ Policies are reviewed regularly

§ Policies are updated based on 
changes to office/clinic 
environment, evolving threats 
and risks to privacy and changes 
to laws



§ No one has read the 
policies

§ Can’t find the policies

§ Can’t roll out new 
programs because 
policies are out of date



Complexity

Failing to consider target audience

Over-focus on compliance





Our organization takes privacy very seriously.  As such, 
insomuch as we have developed these policies in line with the 
organization’s business plan and foundational principles, and as 
ratified by the board of directors from time to time, here forth is 
our password standard:

§ Don’t use 12345768



When collecting, using or disclosing health information, staff at 
ABC clinic must collect, use or disclose only the amount of health 
information that is essential to enable Dr. Better or the recipient 
of the information, as the case may be, to carry out the intended 
purpose. 

In deciding how much health information to disclose, Dr. Better 
must consider as an important factor any expressed wishes of the 
individual who is the subject of the information relating to 
disclosure of the information, together with any other factors Dr. 
Better considers relevant. 



§ Collect, use and disclose health information only as essential to 
support your assigned duties.

§ If a patient has a concern about how much of their health 
information you share with others, refer the matter to the 
responsible physician.  

§ The responsible physician will consider whether the patient’s 
information should be withheld or masked in the clinic EMR if it 
is in the patient’s best interests.



§ Super duper secret

§ Super secret

§ Secret

§ Confidential

§ Confidential, but slightly 
embarrassing

§ On Instagram



Confidential

Internal use

Public





§ E.g. HIA has provisions to disclose 
health information without consent
ranging from 35(1)(a)-(q)
§ Don’t forget (a.1), (d.1) etc.



§ You may disclose health information without the patient’s 
consent:

§ To another care provider
§ To family members with whom you believe the patient has a close 

relationship re: presence, location, progress…etc.
§ …
§ …
§ For all other disclosures, consult with the privacy officer

§ Choose the policies that cover the situations you and your staff 
face 80% of the time



§ Does the network administrator need the same guidance as the 
clerk?

§ Higher-level policies are likely the same, but both need 
different detailed work instructions (policies and procedures)

e.g. Phishing prevention

Targeting clerk: Don’t click on links in emails from unknown 
senders

Targeting network administrator: Administrator privileges must 
be limited.



Policies

Procedures

Standards





§ Good starting point

§ You still need to adapt template to your business needs

§ Beware the cruft!



§ Policies should provide helpful, clear guidance on how to get 
things done properly

§ A compliant set of policies on the shelf does not protect you



§ Just tell us what to do!

§ Should law-makers and regulators write policies
for those who are regulated?



§ Focus today has been on the policies themselves…

§ Executive commitment

§ Expertise

§ Resources



§ When policies are simple, targeted and focused on 
outcomes, they are more likely to be…
§ Read (even by executives!)
§ Followed
§ Remembered
§ Reviewed and updated
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